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Abstract

Karchmer, Raz, and Wigderson, 1991, discuss the circuit depth complexity of n bit Boolean
functions constructed by composing up to d = log n= log log n levels of k = log n bit boolean
functions. Any such function is in AC 1 . They conjecture that circuit depth is additive under
composition, which would imply that any (bounded fan-in) circuit for this problem requires
dk 2 (log2 n= log log n) depth. This would separate AC 1 from NC 1 . They recommend using
the communication game characterization of circuit depth. In order to develop techniques for
using communication complexity to prove circuit lower bounds, they suggest an intermediate
communication complexity problem which they call the Universal Composition Relation. We
give an almost optimal lower bound of dk O(d2 (k log k)1=2 ) for this problem. In addition, we
present a proof, directly in terms of communication complexity, that there is a function on k
bits requiring (k) circuit depth. Although this fact can be easily established using a counting
argument, we hope that the ideas in our proof will be incorporated more easily into subsequent
arguments which use communication complexity to prove circuit depth bounds.

1 Introduction
Karchmer and Wigderson [5] observed that the circuit depth (over the basis ^; _; :) of a Boolean
function f , Depth(f ), can be characterized as the communication complexity of a certain game
Rf . For communication game G, we use the notation CC (G) to represent the communication
complexity of G, i.e., the number of bits communicated during the course of the best protocol
solving G on the worst-case instance of G. In this notation, CC (Rf ) = Depth(f ).
Based on this characterization, Karchmer, Raz, and Wigderson [4] sketched a plan of attack
for proving a super-logarithmic lower bound for the circuit depth required to compute a speci c
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function in P . (In fact, the function is in AC 1 ). This function, which we will refer to as the
Iterated Multiplexor, can be described as follows. The function has two parameters k and d,
which, for optimal results, are set at k = log n and d = log n= log log n. (All logarithms in this
paper are base 2.) The input to the function can be thought of as a complete ordered k-ary tree
with depth d + 1, counting the root as depth 1. Each of the kd leaves is labeled with an input bit.
Every interior (i.e., non-leaf) node of the tree is labeled by a 2k input bit string, which is thought
of as explicitly describing a function from f0; 1gk to f0; 1g. This initial labeling induces a labeling
of every node by a bit as follows. The induced bit of a leaf is just its original label. If an interior
node u is labeled by a function fu , and its children, in order from left to right, have induced bits
b1 ; : : : ; bk , then the induced bit for u is bu = fu(b1 ; : : : ; bk ). The output of thePIterated Multiplexor
is the induced bit of the root. The input to the function is of length kd + 2k  di=01 ki 2 O(n2 ). The
Iterated Multiplexor function can easily be seen to be in AC 1 .
Suppose that for each node of the tree, the 2k bits describing the function are xed, and
moreover on each level all the functions are identical. Then the Iterated Multiplexor becomes
a composition of these functions. For example, consider the case d = 3, where the nodes at
level i  3 are labeled by fi. Then the restricted function has k3 boolean inputs, which we can
partition into k2 vectors of length k, ~xij , i; j 2 f1; : : : ; kg. We can write the restricted function as
f1 (f2 (f3 (~x11 ); : : : ; f3 (~x1k )); : : : ; f2 (f3(~xk1); : : : ; f3 (~xkk ))). Intuitively, the circuit depth complexity
of this function should be the sum of that for f1 , f2 , and f3 , since any circuit should have to
compute at least some of the values for f3 before going on to f2 , etc.
To prove an (log2 n= log log n) depth lower bound for the Iterated Multiplexor function, it
suces to prove that the circuit depth of the composition of functions is roughly the sum of the
depths required for each of the functions involved: if the functions being composed are randomly
chosen k bit functions, then they require depth k o(k). Hence, if there are d = log n= log log n
levels of these, then the necessary circuit depth should be approximately dk 2 (log2 n= log log n).
There are no known examples of functions where the depth of the composition is smaller than the
sum of the depths. For example, if all of the functions are parity on n bits, the composition of d such
functions is parity on nd bits. The depth of the composition is then roughly 2 log nd = d(2 log n), d
times the depth of the function being composed. This also shows that to gain via composition, we
need to start with a function not in NC . The iterated Multiplexor construction gets around this,
by composing arbitrary functions on O(log n) bits, rather than xed functions.
Proving that circuit depth is additive under composition seems extremely dicult, even for
random functions.
Therefore, Karchmer et al [4] suggested an abstraction of the communication game for the
Composition of Functions. They call this game the Universal Composition Relation, since any
protocol solving this problem will also solve the associated communication game for any composition
of functions. (Thus, a lower bound for any composition implies the same lower bound for the
Universal Composition Relation.) In addition, the known protocols for the communication game
for a composition of randomly chosen functions also apply to the Universal Composition Relation.
Therefore, the hope is that a lower bound for the Universal Composition Relation problem will
yield insight into the circuit depth of compositions; it is at least a necessary rst step.
We now give an informal description of the Karchmer-Wigderson communication game [5] and
the Universal Composition Relation. Let f be a boolean function on k bit inputs. The KarchmerWigderson game for f; Rf is as follows. One player, called the A-Player, is given a k bit vector x
for which f (x) = 0, and the other, the B-Player, a y for which f (y) = 1. The object of the game
is to nd a bit position i where the two di er, i.e., xi 6= yi .
Consider the harder game, which we call the Universal Game, where as before, the two players
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are each given a k bit vector and must nd a di ering bit position. However, they are only promised
that their vectors are di erent. It is known that the complexity of this game is between k 1 and
k +2. The lower bound follows similarly as the lower bound for testing equality, and we will present
an adversary argument for it later. For the upper bound, it is easy to achieve k + log k: one player
sends his input and the other replies by the position of a di erent bit. To achieve k + 2, we use
the following protocol. The players alternate in sending one bit each, from the beginning of their
inputs (i.e., the A-player sends his bit 1, then the B-player sends his bit 2, then the A-player sends
his bit 3, etc.) However, if any player sees that the received bit is not equal to his corresponding
bit, he \raises his hand" as follows: in the next round he sends 1, and in all the following rounds
he sends 0. This way the players exchange the total of k bits. Now, each of them sends a bit which
is 0 if he raised his hand before, and 1 otherwise. If no player raised the hand, the only di erence
must be the bit k (using the promise that the inputs are not equal). If one of the players raised his
hand, there is a di erence just before the last 1 sent by him. If both players raised their hands, we
take the earlier of the two positions where they last sent 1. We can read out the answer from the
communicated k + 2 bits. (For more results on the complexity of this game see [11].)
The communication complexity of Rf for a random function f is almost the same as for the
Universal Game: k o(k). Basically, one player needs to communicate his entire input to the other
player. The di erence between the games is that in the Universal Game, the players are merely
promised that their inputs are di erent, whereas in Rf , they are also told a particular way in which
their inputs di er. Since the games are of comparable diculty, the moral would seem to be that
being told that, for your inputs x and y, f (x) 6= f (y) for a random function f does not convey any
more useful information than being told x 6= y.
The Universal Composition Relation is obtained by applying this intuition in an analogous way
to the Karchmer-Wigderson game for a composition of d random functions f1 ; : : : ; fd .
The composition function has kd inputs, which can be thought of as labeling the leaves of a
complete ordered k-ary tree of depth d + 1. Similarly as for the Iterated Multiplexor function, any
input induces a labeling of every node of the tree. If a node u at level i  d has children with labels
b1 ; : : : ; bk , from left to right, then the induced label for u is fi(b1 ; : : : ; bk ). The two players in the
Karchmer-Wigderson game are each given such a labeled tree, with the labels at the root di erent.
Their goal is to nd an input bit (i.e., leaf) where their inputs di er.
The obvious protocol for this problem is as follows. The protocol is divided into d rounds, each
requiring k + O(1) bits of communication. Initially, the players know that the root (level 1) has
di erent labels in their two labelings. At the beginning of the rth round, the players agree on a
node at level r that has di erent labels. The players communicate k + O(1) bits to nd a di erence
in labels of children of this node. Such a di erence must exist, since both players compute the
node's label from the labels of the children in the same way. This begins the next round. After d
rounds the players agree on a leaf labeled di erently. Hence an upper bound on the communication
complexity of the game for the composition of any d functions on k bit inputs is kd + O(d).
The protocol only uses the facts that the two roots have di erent labels and that, if a node is
labeled di erently in the two inputs, then one of its children is also labeled di erently. It follows
that one of the leaves is labeled di erently. Thus, this upper bound also holds for the following
game.

De nition 1.1 The Universal Composition Relation with parameters d and k, denoted

UCRd;k , is de ned as follows. Each player has as input a boolean labeling of all the nodes of an
ordered complete k-ary tree of depth d + 1, counting the root as depth 1. The label of the root for
the A-Player is 0 and for the B-Player is 1. The two inputs must satisfy the following condition:
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for every interior node of the tree, if the node is labeled di erently in the two players' inputs, then
at least one of the children of the node is labeled di erently. The goal of the players is to agree on
a leaf node which is labeled di erently in their two trees.
In this paper, we prove the following lower bound:
Theorem 1.2 CC (UCRd;k )  dk O(d2 (k log k)1=2 )
This bound is almost tight for d = o((k=logk)1=2 ). If this same bound were proven for the Iterated
Multiplexor Function, it would yield an ((log n)3=2 (log log n) 1=2 ) bound on circuit depth by
setting d = "(k=logk)1=2 for a suitable constant " > 0. The goal now, in order to separate AC 1 from
NC 1 is to use these techniques to prove the lower bound for the Iterated Multiplexor function. This
motivated us to re-examine the case for d = 1. We give a proof directly in terms of communication
complexity that there is a function on k bits requiring (k) circuit depth, i.e., CC (Rf ) = (k).
Although this fact can be easily established using a simple counting argument, our proof has the
advantage of being an \adversary argument," which is more in line with the proof techniques used
for the Universal Composition Relation. We hope our results will provide a step towards a theory
for circuit depth.
An extended abstract of this paper appeared in [1]. Subsequently, using di erent (and highly
interesting) techniques, Hastad and Wigderson [3] obtained a lower bound of dk 2O(d) for UCRd;k .
This is better for small values of d. However, even if extended to the actual composition of functions,
this would give a depth bound of at most (log n log log n), whereas ours would give one of the form
((log n)3=2 =(log log n)1=2 ). Recently, McKenzie and Raz [7] used a notion similar to predictability
(our main concept) to prove a separation of monotone P from monotone NC . Unfortunately, no
progress has been made in using our techniques for their original purpose, proving circuit depth
lower bounds. It would be interesting to see if this is because our techniques are "natural" in the
sense of Razbarov and Rudich ([8]). While we do not see how to use a general lower bound on
compositions to derive a "natural" property, such a property might be implicit in our proofs.
In Section 2, we give a formal de nition of communication complexity, and review some of its
basic properties and connections to circuit complexity. In Sections 3 to 6, Theorem 1.2 is proved.
First, in Section 3, we describe the argument for the depth two informally. In Section 4 we develop
our main technical tool, the concept of predictability. The formal proof is presented in Sections 5
and 6, separately for the depth two and general depth. Section 7 gives the new proof of the existence
of a function requiring linear depth circuits to compute.

2 Communication Complexity
For a general reference on communication complexity see [6]. A communication protocol is a
method by which two parties, each with a private input, compute a function of the two inputs by
sending messages to each other. Each message should be a single bit. Who speaks next should be
determined by the conversation so far, and the output of the protocol should be determined by the
total conversation. Formally,
De nition 2.1 Let X ,Y , and Z be nite sets.<tThen a two-person t-message communication
protocol consists
of a function T from f0; 1g to f\A-player"; \B-player"g, a function P A from
<t
X  f0; 1g to f0; 1g, a function P B from Y  f0; 1g<t to f0; 1g, and a function Out from f0; 1gt
to Z . For x 2 X; y 2 Y , the conversation up to message i determined by the protocol on inputs
x; y is given by Ci = Ci (x; y) where C0 = " and Ci+1 = (Ci ; P A (x; Ci )) if T (Ci) = \A-player", and
Ci+1 = (Ci ; P B (y; Ci )) otherwise. The output of the protocol on inputs x; y is Out(Ct (x; y)).
4

We will use the following general property of communication protocols.

De nition 2.2 Let P be a t-message communication protocol on input sets X and Y . Let i  t,
and let C 2 f0; 1gi . Let x 2 X; y 2 Y . We say that the pair hx; yi is consistent with C if

Ci (x; y) = C . We will denote the set of pairs consistent with C by SC . We will let SCA be the set of
x 2 X so that there is a y 2 Y with hx; yi 2 SC , and similarly SCB = fy j 9x 2 X; hx; yi 2 SC g.

Lemma 2.3 ([6, Proposition 1.14]) For any protocol and any C 2 f0; 1gi , SC = SCA  SCB
We are concerned with communication protocols for problems of the following form. We are
promised that a certain relationship holds between the two inputs. If the relationship holds, the
protocol should output a string which bears a certain relationship to the pair. Formally,

De nition 2.4 A communication task T on sets X; Y; Z consists of a relation R : X  Y !
f0; 1g and a relation R0 : X  Y  Z ! f0; 1g, so that for every x; y satisfying R(x; y), there
exists a z 2 Z with R0 (x; y; z ). A protocol performs communication task T if, for every x; y
satisfying R(x; y), the output satis es R0 (x; y; Out(Ct (x; y))). The communication complexity
of a communication task T , denoted CC (T ), is the least t such that there is a t-message protocol
performing the task.

For every Boolean function f on k bit strings, we can associate a communication task whose
complexity is exactly the minimum depth, D(f ), of a circuit over the basis f^; _; :g that computes
f . The task is, given inputs hx; yi, for which f (x) = 0 and f (y) = 1, to nd a bit position where x
and y di er.

De nition 2.5 Let f be a function from f0; 1gk to f0; 1g. The communication task for f ,
denoted Rf , is given by X = Y = f0; 1gk , Z = f1; : : : ; kg, R(x; y) holds if and only if f (x) = 0 and
f (y) = 1, and R0 (x; y; z) holds if and only if xz =
6 yz , i.e., x and y di er in the bit position z.
This task characterizes the depth of a formula computing f :
Theorem 2.6 ([5]) CC (Rf ) = D(f ).
The following theorem is proved using a counting argument, comparing the number of Boolean
circuits of depth d to the number of functions on f0; 1gk .
Theorem 2.7 ([9]) Let f be a randomly chosen Boolean function on f0; 1gk . Then, with high
probability, D(f )  k O(log k).
Finally, we recast De nition 1.1 in this formal setting.

De nition 2.8 Let k; d be positive integers. Let  be the complete k-ary tree of0 depth d + 1, rooted
and ordered. Let  0 be the set of all nodes of  except for the root, X = f0; 1g , and LA ; LB 2 X .
We say the pair LA; LB is as promised, if (i) there exist a node i on the second level of  (i.e.,
a child of the root) such that LA(i) =
6 LB (i) = 1, and (ii) for every interior node i 2  satisfying
A
B
0
L (i) =
6 L (i), there is a child i of i with LA(i0 ) =6 LB (i0 ).
Let Z be the set of leaves of  . The Universal Composition Relation with parameters d; k,

denoted UCRd;k , is the communication task on X; X; Z with R being the \as promised" relation
and R0 (LA ; LB ; j ) if and only if LA (j ) 6= LB (j ).
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3 The Case d = 2: Overview
The proof for general d involves a great deal of complicated notation and messy details, which tend
to obscure the basic intuition. Therefore, we will rst present the proof for the special case of d = 2.
In this section, we give an intuitive overview to motivate the next two sections, which present the
proof.
Let us consider the task UCR2;k . Each player is given a f0; 1g labeling L of the complete k-ary
tree of depth 3. Since the root is always labeled 0 in the A-Player's input, and always labeled 1 in
the B-Player's, we can ignore the labeling of the root. Let 1 be the root of the tree, 2 be the k
children of the root and 3 be the k2 leaves. For such a labeling L, let L1 be the induced labeling
on 2 and L2 on 3 . The bit labeling L2 can either be thought of as k2 bits indexed by 3 or as
k vectors indexed by 2. For node i 2 2 , bi is used to denote the ith bit of L1 and c~vi is used to
denote the ith vector of L2 which labels the children of i. This is called the child vector of i. See
Figure 1.
0
1
1
0
1
0
0

1 cvi
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
1

...

...

0
1
1
0
1
0
0

1 cvi
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
1

...

...

bi
1011010

bi
1010010

0

1

Player A

Player B

τ
L2 in {0,1} 3, τ3= [1..k2]

τ
L1 in {0,1} 2, τ2= [1..k]
τ
in {0,1} ,1

τ1= [1]

Figure 1: The inputs for UCR2;k
We would like to show that any reasonable protocol rst communicates enough bits to nd a
di erence in the players' L1 vectors and then nds a di erence in the child vector of this di erently
labeled node. This will take twice as many communication bits as to nd a di erence in two distinct
k bit vectors, i.e., twice as long as the Universal Game. A simple argument that the Universal
Game requires k 1 bits is as follows.
Each player is given a k bit vector, with the only requirement being that they are di erent. They
must nd an index where the vectors are di erent. The lower bound will be proved by a simple
adversary argument. Given a xed protocol that is assumed to solve the task in fewer steps, we
give a procedure for an adversary to nd an input pair on which the protocol fails. The adversary
restricts the set of inputs in each round in order to x the conversation between the players up
to the current time step. After a certain number of bits have been communicated, let S A be the
set of vectors x that can be given to the A-Player and be consistent with the conversation so far.
De ne S B similarly. The adversary will maximize jS A \ S B j in order to maintain the symmetry
between the players. A bit communicated by the A-Player partitions S A into those vectors on
which he communicates a 0 and those on which a 1 is communicated. The adversary chooses the
half that keeps the intersection S A \ S B as large as possible. This at most halves the intersection.
Similarly, for bits communicated by the B-Player. After t bits, jS A \ S B j  2k t . Hence, after
k 2 bits jS A \ S B j contains at least four vectors. If the protocol ends at this point and outputs
a bit position i, then the adversary can nd at least two of the four vectors which are the same at
6

this index (actually, only three vectors are necessary for this). These two vectors are given to the
two players. Therefore, the protocol fails on this input. So any protocol solving this task requires
k 1 bits of communication.
This adversary strategy can be summarized by saying that the adversary delays breaking the
symmetry between the players for as long as possible, in order to make it dicult for the players to
nd a di erence. At the last minute, this symmetry has to be broken in order to keep the promise
of giving them di erent vectors.
The same tension between making the players' inputs the same and making them di erent
occurs in our lower bound. The lower bound is broken into stages, one stage per level. In the
rst stage, the adversary maintains the symmetry between the players' values for both L1 and L2 .
Just before the players can communicate the k bits describing L1 , their L1 vectors are xed to be
di erent. In the second stage, the same is done with L2 . The symmetry is kept until just before
the players can communicate one child vector in L2 .
The lower bound is more complicated than above, because the players may communicate bits
about L2 during the rst stage of the protocol, including hybrid bits involving both the L1 and L2
parts of the input or bits which involve many places in the L2 vector. For simplicity, we will ignore
the last two complications and come back to them later.
The intuition is that bits communicated about L2 during the rst stage of the protocol are
wasted. The players do not know which of the k2 bits in L2 to communicate. On the other hand, if
the players wait until a di erence in L1 is known, then they can concentrate on nding a di erence
in the corresponding child vector within L2 .
Suppose, pessimistically, that the players communicate k bits about L2 during the rst stage.
They could either communicate a lot of bits about a few child vectors or a few bits about lots of child
vectors. Either way this is not useful for the players. Assume lots of bits have been communicated
about a few child vectors. Remember that the adversary only needs to make these child vectors
di erent for the two players if the corresponding bits in L1 are di erent. Thus, the adversary will
simply make the corresponding bits in L1 the same, freeing her to x the entire child vectors in
the same way for both players. Thus, the many bits communicated about L2 could have been
replaced by only a few bits about L1 . On the other hand, if only a few bits about any particular
child vectors are known, these bits will not signi cantly help the players once a di erence in the
L1 's is discovered, and the players focus on one child vector. The dividing line between
lots of
p
bits communicated and a few will be set to k=l bits; the parameter l will be set to k in order to
optimize the lower bound. Note there are at most l child vectors for which at least k=l bits have
been communicated.
Therefore, the general strategy for the adversary is as follows. During the rst k l f bits of
communication, where f is a small \fudge factor", we assume pessimistically that the players learn
k l f bits about L1 and another k l f bits about L2 . After this period, the adversary performs
a \clean-up" which further restricts the allowable input pairs. The adversary rst identi es at most
l child vectors for which the players know at least k=l bits, and xes the corresponding bits in L1 .
This leaves only f bits of L1 unknown; the adversary must now break the symmetry at the L1 level.
If no hybrid bits concerning both L1 and L2 have been communicated, this is simple: the adversary
picks a di erent L1 vector for each player from the 2f possible vectors. In the real proof, this will be
more complicated. Once this symmetry is broken, the parties may know many places in which their
L1 's di er, and hence know that the corresponding child vectors are di erent. But they will not
know more than k=l bits about any one of these child vectors. Thus, the adversary will be able to
force the protocol to go for about k k=l more steps before any of these rows are in danger of being
forced to be the same for both players. This yields a lower bound of 2k O(l + k=l) = 2k O(k1=2 )
7

bits for any protocol solving the task.
The players have more options than in the above discussion. Although it does not appear to
help them, instead of communicating a bit about L1 or a bit about L2 , they could communicate
a bit about the combination. Our lower bound gets around this complication by (more or less)
converting one combination bit into one bit about L1 and one bit about L2 . Another complication
is that, if the players communicate \hybrid" bits, the number of bits known about a child vector is
not well-de ned. For this purpose, we need to de ne a formal measure.
For example, suppose over a sequence of communication bits, the A-Player tells the B-Player,
\I am not telling you any of my values, but I will tell you that if the rst bit of the rst child
vector in my L2 is 0, then all k bits in the second child vector are zero. On the other hand, if
this rst bit is 1, then I reveal no information about this second child vector." The question now
is whether the B-Player is considered to know k or zero bits about this second child vector. A
useful information measure for many applications is Entropy. Because half the time k bits about
the second child vector are revealed and half the time 0 bits are revealed, Entropy measures the
number of bits revealed as the average k=2. Our adversary, however, wants to be more cautious by
assuming that the B-Player knows more than this. We de ne a measure of \predictability" to be
the probability of guessing the value. If the B-Player completely knows the child vector then the
probability of guessing it is 1 and if he knows nothing about it, then the probability is 2 k . The
measure is the average of these, (1 + 2 k )=2  1=2. A predictability of 1=2 is then interpreted to
mean that the B-Player knows everything but \1 bit" about this child vector. The next section
formally de nes this measure.

4 Predictability
Consider a set of vectors S  W  indexed by the set , and whose elements lie in set W . For our
purposes, W will be the set of k-bit vectors f0; 1gk , making v 2 S a vector of vectors of bits, or,
alternately, a matrix of bits. However, we will only use the nature of W in this section to provide
some motivating examples of how the Lemmas proved here will be used.

De nition 4.1 For every vector v 2 S and index i 2 , let vi 2 W be the element of the vector

indexed by i.
For every subset of indices   , let Proj (v; ) 2 W   be the sub-vector of v indexed by
the indices not in  (i.e., a projection which removes the elements of v indexed by ). Similarly
let Proj (S; ) = fProj (v; ) j v 2 S g be the projection of S removing the elements indexed by
 from every vector in S . We write Proj (v; i) instead of Proj (v; fig) and Proj (S; i) instead of
Proj (S; fig).
For every w 2 Proj (S; ), let Cons(S; w) = fv 2 S j Proj (v; ) = wg be those vectors in S
consistently extending the vector w to the elements indexed by . A function E from Proj (S; ) to
S is called an extension function if, for all w 2 Proj (S; ); E (w) 2 Cons(S; w). Note that any
extension function is 1-1, since Proj (E (w); ) = w.

Suppose t bits have been communicated about an input in W  and let S be the set of inputs
consistent with this conversation. We can safely assume jS j  2 t  jW  j. An interesting question
is, for i 2 , how many of these bits were communicated \about the ith element". Since the actual
bits communicated could depend on all the elements, this is not a clear-cut issue. Furthermore,
if for example the bitwise parity of all the elements were revealed, each element, given the communication, would still be completely uniformly distributed, and so its conditional entropy, given
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the conversation, would still be large. Thus, we must also condition on the other elements. Note
that this gets us into the reverse situation, in that if the protocol communicates the parity of the
elements, it simultaneously reduces all of their conditional entropies given the other elements to 0.
We will discuss this problem later in this section.
More precisely, look at the following distribution: choose a random vector v 2 S , and reveal
Proj (v; i). We want to measure the conditional randomness of vi. The set Cons(S; Proj (v; i))
contains all vectors v that are consistent with the revealed information. Therefore, the probability
of being able to predict the value of vi is 1=jCons(S; Proj (v; i))j. We de ne the predictability as
the expectation of this probability.

De nition 4.2 The predictability of the ith element in S is


1



Predi (S ) = Expv2S jCons(S; Proj (v; i))j :
If the ith element vi of v 2 S is xed as a function of the other elements, then Predi (S ) = 1. If
this element is completely undetermined, then Predi (S ) = 1=jW j. We can think of log(Predi (S ) 
jW j) as the \number of bits known about element i", since if S is the set of inputs consistent with
t independent bits communicated about vi, Predi (S ) = 2t =jW j.
Think of S as being partitioned according to Proj (v; i). The number of equivalence classes is
jProj (S; i)j. The size of the equivalence class of v is jCons(S; Proj (v; i))j. The contribution of v
towards the expectation in the de nition of the predictability is 1=jCons(S; Proj (v; i))j. So the
total contribution of the vectors in any equivalence class is 1 and the expectation is just the number
of classes normalized by the number of vectors. This gives the following lemma which can be used
as an alternate de nition of predictability.

Lemma 4.3 Predi(S ) = jProj (S; i)j=jS j.
Another measure of the amount of information that has been communicated about vi is called
the collision probability and is denoted CPi (S ). It is the probability that, for two vectors randomly chosen (with replacement) from S , the ith element is the same, i.e., CPi (S ) = Probv;v0 2S [vi =
vi0 ]. The predictability of i is an upper bound on this probability.

Lemma 4.4 CPi(S )  Predi(S ).
Proof: For any v 2 S , there are at most jProj (S; i)j vectors v0 2 S such that vi = vi0 . Hence
Probv0 2S [vi = vi0 ]  jProj (S; i)j=jS j = Predi (S ), and we average over v 2 S .
How does throwing away vectors from S a ect the predictability?
Lemma 4.5 Let S 0  S . Then

Predi(S 0 )  jjSS0jj Predi (S ):

Proof: Note that Proj (S 0 ; i)  Proj (S; i). Therefore,
0
i)j = jS j Pred (S ):
Predi(S 0 ) = jProjjS(0Sj ; i)j  jProjjS(0S;
i
j
jS 0 j
9

Suppose t bits have been communicated about the vectors v in S , i.e., jS j = 2 t  jW  j. A
natural property to want is that, for all l, at most l elements of v can have more than t=l bits
\revealed about it". The problem is that after only log(jW j) bits have been communicated, it is
possible that, for all i 2 , Predi (S ) = 1, implying that log(jW j) bits have been communicated
\about each of the elements". Consider the following example, for W = f0; 1gk . Suppose that for
j 2 f1; : : : ; kg, the bit j of communication reveals that the parity of the column j is 0. Then for
each i 2 , the row vi is uniquely determined by the other rows Proj (v; i). Therefore, for all i 2 ,
Predi(S ) = 1.
We will get around this problem as follows. When an element becomes highly predictable in
S , this element is xed as a function of the other elements and then ignored. From then on, the
set of vectors Proj (S; i) is considered in place of S . In our previous example, if any one of the
rows vi is xed as a function of the other rows, then no information at all is known about the
remaining elements Proj (v; i). The vi value is xed as a function of Proj (v; i), by choosing one
vector v 2 Cons(S; w) for each w 2 Proj (S; i). (I.e., we are xing an extension function which
maps Proj (S; i) 1-1 to S 0  S .) This is equivalent to the condition that the set of all chosen vectors
S 0 satis es jS 0j = jProj (S 0 ; i)j = jProj (S; i)j, we will use this concise formulation later in the paper.
The following lemma says that if at most t bits have been revealed about S , then there exists a set
of at most l elements such that, if we xed them in this way, then no more than t=l bits have been
\revealed about" any of the other elements.

Lemma 4.6 Let jS j  2 t  jW  j and jj  l > 0. Then there exists a subset of elements   
such that

 jj  l, and
 8i 2  ; Predi (Proj (S; )) < 2t=l =jW j.
Proof: Initially, let  = ;. We will keep adding indices to , maintaining the property that
jProj (S; )j  2 t jl j  :
jW   j
For  = ;, this property is true because jS j  2 t jW  j. Now assume for    the property holds
and and that there is an index i 2   for which Predi (Proj (S; ))  2t=l =jW j. By Lemma 4.3,
1

jProj (S;  [ fig)j = Pred (Proj (S; ))  2 tl :
i
jProj (S; )j
jW j
It follows that

jProj (S;  [ fig)j  2 tl  jProj (S; )j = 2 tl  jProj (S; )j  2 tl  2 t jl j  = 2 t j[fl igj  :
jW j jW   fig j
jW   j
jW   fig j
Thus the property holds for  [ fig. Eventually, for all i 2  , Predi (Proj (S; )) < 2t=l =jW j.
Since Proj (S; )  W   , it follows that
j j 
j
Proj
(
S;

)
j
t
l
1  jW   j  2
and thus jj  l.
1

1

10

1

At certain points in the argument, we will want to ensure that the players are given vectors that
are distinct at many locations. We will do this by partitioning W for each i 2  with a random
function gi : W ! f0; 1g, and promising that, for every i 2 , gi (viA ) = 0 and gi (viB ) = 1, where
vA and vB are the inputs for the A-player and the B-Player.

Lemma 4.7 Suppose for all i 2 , Predi(S )  1=(4jjm). For each i 2 , pick uniformly at
random the functions gi : W ! f0; 1g. Then Prob[(9v 2 S )(8i 2 )gi (vi ) = 0] > 1 jj  2 m .
Proof: For notational convenience, assume, without loss of generality, that  = f1; : : : ; jjg. Let
S = S and let S i = fv 2 S i j jCons(S i ; Proj (v; i))j > mg, for i = 1; : : : ; jj.
0

1

1

First we prove by induction on i that

jS ij 


i
1 2jj jS j:



For i = 0, it is trivial. Let 1  i  jj. By the induction assumption jS i 1 j  jS j=2. Thus, by
Lemma 4.5, Predi (S i 1 )  1=(2jjm). By Markov inequality,


Probv2S i 1 [jCons(S i 1; Proj (v; i))j  m]  m  Expv2S i 1 jCons(S i 11; Proj (v; i))j
= m  Predi (S i 1 )  2j1j :
Thus for a random v chosen uniformly from S i 1 the probability that jCons(S; Proj (v; i))j  m
and hence v 62 S i is at most 1=(2jj). Hence







1
1
i
1
i
i
i
1
jS j  1 2jj jS j  1 2jj 1 2jj jS j > 1 2jj jS j
and our claim follows by induction. Applying the claim to i = jj, we have that S jj is nonempty.
Now we will construct a sequence of vectors v(jj) ; : : : ; v(0) as follows: Let v(jj) 2 S jj. For
i = jj; : : : ; 1, select v(i 1) 2 Cons(S i 1 ; Proj (v(i) ; i)) such that gi (vi(i 1) ) = 0, if possible. Let
v = v(0) . Since v(i) 2 S i , jCons(S i 1; Proj (v(i) ; i))j > m and these (more then m) vectors have
distinct ith entries. So the probability that gi will be 1 on all of them is less than 2 m . Therefore,
v(0) exists with probability at least 1 jj  2 m , and gi(vi(0) ) = 0, for all i 2 , since vi(0) = vi(i 1)
by the construction.
The following discussion and lemmas formalize the idea that \a hybrid bit communicated concerning all levels of the tree is no worse than a single bit communicated
for each level." We consider
S
the general situation where the indices in  are partitioned, as  = di=r i . We would like to view
S in a way that presents the uncertainty in picking an element of S hierarchically, rst picking the
information indexed by d , then by d 1 ,. . . ,r . This gives the following hierarchy tree representation of the set S . (One confusion that should be avoided is that, in our example,  itself has
a tree structure. The hierarchy tree has the same depth, but it is much larger and the choices in
the hierarchy tree are in reverse order, largest index depth rst to smallest last.)

De nition 4.8Sj Let r < d be integers, let  = Sdi r i be an ordered partition of , and let S  W  .
De ne j = i r i , and j =  j . Let S j = Proj (S; j )  W j . In the degenerate
case we set S d = fg, where  is the single \null" vector (i.e., a vector with 0 coordinates).
=

=
+1

1

1
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We de ne the extension set for Lj 2 S j , denoted X S (Lj ), as the set of all labeling of
j 1 which can be consistently added to Lj , i.e., X S (Lj ) = Proj (Cons(Lj ; S j 1 ); j ).
Λ

The hierarchy tree H S for S with respect to this partition is a tree
of total depth d + 2 r. See Figure. Each node at depth d + 2 j
is labeled with an element Lj 2 W j . Hence, the path from the root
to this node is labeled with an element Lj = hLj ; : : : ; Ld i 2 W j .
The hierarchy tree, however, is pruned so that at this depth it only
contains those nodes corresponding to the elements Lj 2 S j 
W j . (Note that the root at depth 1 is , the unique element
of S d+1 , and the leaves at depth d + 2 r are the elements of
S r = S .) The parent of a node Lj 2 S j for r  j  d
is Lj1 = Proj (Lj ; j ) 2 S j +1. Its the children are labeled
with the elements Lj 1 2 X S (Lj ) and correspond to the elements
Lj 1 = hLj 1 ; Lj ; : : : ; Ld i 2 Cons(Lj ; S j 1).

Ld

..
.
L>j =<Lj , ... ,Ld >
= path to root

Lj

>j

in S

Lj-1

S
X(L
)
>j

.
..
leaves elements of S

We now formalize the intuition that a hybrid bit about a v 2 S can be replaced by a simple bit
about each level Proj (v; j ).

Lemma 4.9 Let H be a nite tree rooted at , and let H1; : : : ; Hp be a partition of the leaves of
H . Then there is b, 1  b  p and a non-empty subtree H 0 of H also rooted at , so that all leaves
of H 0 are in Hb , and, for every interior node h 2 H 0 , if h has C children in H , h has at least C=p
children in H 0 .
Proof: Mark every leaf by a number i between 1 and p according to which set Hi it belongs to.

Mark interior nodes in order of decreasing depth, so that each node has the label that appears most
frequently at its children (breaking ties arbitrarily). Let b be the label of the root . We de ne H 0
as the tree containing all the nodes such that all the nodes on the path from it to the root have
label b, i.e., the tree containing the root, its children labeled by b, their children labeled by b, etc.

Lemma 4.10 Let S  W  and let S , . . . , Sp be a partition of S . Then there
is b, 1  b  p and a
subset S 0 of Sb such that for any j , r  j  d +1 and any Lj 2 (S 0 )j , jX S 0 (Lj )j  jX S (Lj )j=p.
Proof: Apply Lemma 4.9 to the hierarchy tree H S to get a subtree H 0. De ne S 0 as the set of all
1

leaves of H 0 .

5 Proof for d = 2
Now we prove the lower bound. We start with the special case of d = 2, since it illustrates the
technique while
p avoiding certain complications. We prove that the players need to communicate at
least 2k 3 k O(log k) bits.
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5.1 Notation

We use the notation from Section 3 and Section 4.
There are two equivalent representations for the inputs to the players. See Figure 2. In the bit
representation, we think of the inputs as bits indexed by a complete k-ary depth 3 tree,  = 1 [2 [3
. The bit of the root which is the sole element of 1 is 0 for the A-player and 1 for the B-player.
The bit labeling node i 2  is denoted by bi . Then L1 is the sub-array of bits indexed by 2 and
L2 the sub-array of bits indexed by 3 .
In the child vector representation, we think of the inputs as instead labeling the depth 2 tree
1 , 2 with elements from W = f0; 1gk , the child vectors of the interior nodes in the tree. Thus, the
label of the root 1 is L1 , and the labels of the leaves 2 describe L2 . (The label of the original root
is not signi cant, since this is always 0 for the A-player and 1 for the B-player.) The set of indices
is then  0 = 1 [ 2 , the root and its k children respectively. We use the notation c~v i to denote the
child vector of node i 2  0 . Hence, if i0 is the j th child of i in  , bi0 = c~vi (j ). Throughout the paper
we use the child vector representation, unless we explicitly say otherwise.
0
1
1
0
1
0
0

1
1
0
1
0
1
0

...

...

bi
1011010

0

1
0
1
0
0
1
1

0
1
1
0
1
0
0

τ3

L2 in {0,1} , τ3= [1..k2]

τ
L1 in {0,1} 2, τ2= [1..k]
τ
in {0,1},1

1 cvi
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
1

...

...

1010010

τ
L2 in W ,2 τ2= [1..k]

τ
L1 in W 1, τ1= [1]

τ1= [1]

Bit Representation

Child Vector Representation

Figure 2: The bit and the child vector representation of the inputs

~ i ; cv
~ 0i ; i 2  0 be the same labelings
Let bi ; b0i ; i 2  be two inputs in bit representation, and let cv
in child vector representation. We say the promise is kept at node i 2  0 if either bi = b0i or
cv
~ i 6= cv
~ 0i . The pair is as promised if it satis es the relation R, or, equivalently, if the promise is
kept at all nodes i.
p
Let us x a protocol supposedly
solving the problem with fewer than 2k 3 k log(6k3 ) bits
p
of communication. Let l = k and t = k l log(2k2 ). (We assume that l and t are integers,
otherwise we round l up and t down.)
For C a partial conversation, let SCA be the set of hL1 ; L2 i labelings that can be given to the
A-Player and be consistent with the conversation C so far. De ne SCB similarly.

5.2 The First Stage Conversation

During the rst stage, the adversary will pick C to maximize the symmetry between the players.
More precisely, the adversary will nd a conversation C and a set S  SCA \ SCB that is \full" in the
following sense. Let H S be the hierarchy tree for S with nodes S 3 [ S 2 [ S 1 . See Figure 3. The
set S 3 consists of a single root . Its children are S 2 = X S () = Proj (S; 1 ) is the set of possible
L2 which might arise from a labeling in S . For a given L2 2 S 2 , X S (L2 ) is the set of all L1 with
hL1 ; L2i 2 S . After almost k bits have been communicated, the adversary wants many possible
L2 's that could be given to either player, so that it will be hard to nd a di erence in the leaves.
13

Λ
...

>2

S

...
...

...

...

...

...

...

...
...

...

...

L2

...

...

L1

S
X(L
)
2

Figure 3: The hierarchy tree H S for S
There may still be a few vectors in L2 that have been the subject of signi cant communication, so
the adversary will want to make the corresponding bits of L1 identical, while allowing the players
to be given distinct L1 's to keep the promise at the root. To do this, the adversary also wants as
many as possible L1 's for each possible L2 .

Lemma 5.1 Fix 2any protocol for UCR ;k . Then there exists a C 2 f0; 1gt and an S  SCA \ SCB
so that jS  j  2k t ; and, for each L 2 S  , jX S (L )j  2k t = 2k (2l ).
Proof: Partition the set W  0 of labelings hL ; L i according to the rst t bits of communication
2

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

that would result if both players are given this labeling. (This choice of inputs is not as promised,
but the protocol is still de ned.) If hL1 ; L2 i is in SC , the class of the partition corresponding to
partial conversation C , then hL1 ; L2 i 2 SCA \ SCB . Obtain the conversation C and subset S  SC
by Lemma 4.10; the guarantee on size of extension sets is exactly as
above, since the number of
0
t

2
S
W
classes in the partition is at most p =0 2 , jS j = jX ()j  jX ()j=p = 2j3 j =p = 2k2 t , and
for every L2 2 S 2 , jX S (L2 )j  jX W  (L2 )j=p = 2j2 j=p = 2k t .

5.3 Breaking Symmetry for L

1

Between the stages, the adversary does some \cleaning up". At this point, enough information
has been communicated about L1 for the players to start nding a di erence. On the other hand,
intuitively, only a few child vectors in L2 have had signi cant amounts of information revealed
about them. The adversary wants to identify the child vectors of L2 for which more than k=l
bits have been communicated, x these as functions of the remaining child vectors, and ensure the
corresponding bits of L1 are xed to be the same for both players. Then the adversary can break
the symmetry for L1 , by partitioning possible values for L1 between the two players, ensuring that
the players are given distinct values as promised. This process is described formally as the proof
of the following lemma:
Lemma 5.2 Fix any protocol for UCR2;k . Then there are:
1. a partial conversation C 2 f0; 1gt ;
2. a set of nodes   2 , jj  l;
3. a set T  (f0; 1gk )2  ;
14

4. an extension function E1 : T ! (f0; 1gk )2
5. extension functions E A ; E B : E1 (T ) ! f0; 1g
satisfying
(i) For all L2 2 E1 (T ), E A (L2 ) 2 SCA and E B (L2 ) 2 SCB .

(ii) For all L2 ; L02 2 E1 (T ), the promise is kept for the pair of inputs E A (L2 ) and E B (L02 ) at all
i 2  [ 1 .

(iii) For all i 2 2 , Predi (T )  2k=l+l  2 k ;
Proof: Let C and S be as guaranteed by Lemma 5.1.
First, we identify the child vectors in L2 where \a lot of information has been communicated".
By Lemma 4.6 since jS 2 j  2k2 t > 2k2 k (i.e., no more than k bits have been communicated about
L2 ), there exists a subset   2 , jj  l, such that if these are ignored, then the remaining child
vectors i 2 1  have predictability Predi (Proj (s2 ; ))  2k=l  2 k (i.e., no more than k=l bits
have been communicated \about each of these child vectors"). For each element M of Proj (S 2 ; ),
choose a single extension E1 (M ) 2 S 2 ; let H 0  S 2 be the set of all values of E1 (M ). Note
that E1 and Proj (L2 ; ) are one-to-one correspondences 0 between H 0 and Proj (S 2 ; ). Let S 0 =
fhL1 ; L2 i 2 S j L2 2 H 0 g. Note that (S 0 )2 = H 0 and X S (L2 ) = X S (L2 ) for every L2 2 H 0 .
As far as we know, the child vectors of nodes in  might now be constant in S 0 . In order to
have the promise kept for these nodes, the adversary now xes the bits of L1 labeling the nodes
in . To choose values of bits indexed by , we again use Lemma 4.10, similarly as if jj bits are
communicated. More precisely, we partition S 0 into p  2l sets according to the bits bi ; i 2 ; then
by lemma Lemma 4.10, there are bi , i 2  and S 00  S 0 such that:
(i) For all labelings in S 00 , and all i 2 , bi = bi .

(ii) j(S 00 )2 j  j(S 0 )2 j=2l = jProj (S 2 ; )j=2l
(iii) For all L2 2 (S 00 )2 , jX S 00 (L2 )j  jX S 0 (L2 )j=2l = jX S (L2 )j=2l  2k2
Let T = Proj ((S 00 )2 ; ). Then since (S 00 )2  H 0 and the function Proj (L2 ; ) is one-toone on H 0 , jT j = j(S 00 )2 j  jH 0 j=2l . Therefore, by Lemma 4.5, the predictability of any child
vector can go up by at most a factor of 2l over its predictability in Proj (H; ). Therefore, for all
i 2 2 , Predi (T )  2l Predi (Proj (S 2 ; ))  2k=l+l  2 k (i.e., no more than k=l + l bits have
been communicated \about each of these child vectors"), so condition (iii) of the lemma is proved.
For the other conditions, we need to de ne the extension functions E A and E B . We start by
using E1 to go from a labeling of 2  to an entire L2 . Now we need to nd L1 's. The tricky
part is to ensure the promise at the root is kept, i.e. that the L1 vectors are di erent. Thus, the
adversary must now break the symmetry between the two players' possible values for L1 . For each
L2 2 T 00 , one L1 vector is chosen for the A-Player from the remaining set S (L2 ) and one is chosen
for the B-Player. In this way, the L2 chosen for each player at the end of the protocol will x the
L1 vectors for the two players in an asymmetric way as a function of the L2 . In order to ensure that
the players get di erent L1 vectors special care needs to be taken. The adversary chooses a function
G : f0; 1gk ! f0; 1g randomly. The A-Player will be given 00an L1 from G 1 (0) and00 the B-Player
from G 1 (1). We must ensure that for each L2 2 E1 (T ), X S (L2 ) \ G 1 (0) and X S (L2 ) \ G 1 (1)
contain at least one vector each. To see
that this is the case with high probability, note that for
00
00

2
S
each such L2 , L2 2 (S ) , thus jX (L2 )j  2k2 and for a random function G, the probability
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that all elements of this set are 1's of the function, ProbG [X S 002(L2 ) \ G 1(0) = ;], is at most 2 2k2 ,
and likewise for all 0's. Therefore, since there are at most 2k such M , the probability that there
is such an M is small; namely

ProbG[(9L2 2 E1 (T ))(X S00 (L2 ) \ G 1 (0) = ;_ (X S 00 (L2 ) \ G 1(1) = ;)]  2jT j  2

k2

2

2

1

k2

< 1:

So 00we pick a function G where00 this never occurs, and for each L2 2 E1 (T ), we select LA1 2
X S (L2 ) [ G 1(0) and LB1 2 X S (L2 ) [ G 1(1) and set E A (L2 ) = hLA1 ; L2 i and E B (L2 ) = hLB1 ; L2 i.
Then for any L2 ; L02 2 E1 (T ), let L = E A (L2 ) 2 S 00 and L0 = E B (L02 ) 2 S 00 . Then since
G(L1 ) = 0 and G(L01) = 1, L1 6= L01 , and so the promise is kept at the root for the pair L and L0 .
For i 2 , since L; L0 2 S 00 , bi = bi = b0i , so the promise is kept at each i 2 . So condition (ii) of
the lemma holds.
Since S 00  S  SCA \ SCB , L 2 SCA and L0 2 SCB . Thus condition (i) of the lemma holds.
In the general case, d > 2, we will need to use Lemma 4.7 to handle this step, because we will
need to break the symmetry simultaneously for many vectors.

5.4 The Second Stage

During the second stage of the lower bound the players continue to communicate bits. This stage
continues for t0 = k k=l l log(3k) bits of communication. Since, for each player, we have
xed L1 as the functions E A ; E B of L2 , and we have xed the rest of L2 as the function E1 of
Proj (L2 ; ), bits communicated partition the set T of possible Proj (L2 ; )'s. More precisely, look
at the conversation produced on inputs E A (M ) and E B (M ) for each M 2 T for t + t0 bits. (As
before, such a pair need not be as promised for the protocol
to be de ned.) The rst t bits are
t0 subsets, at least one of which T 0  T , is
always C . So this partitions
the
set
T
into
at
most
2
of size at least jT j=2t0 . Now by Lemma 4.5 the predictability of any child vector has gone up by
at most the same factor. Since for0 T we had 8i 2 2 , Predi (T )  2k=l+l  2 k , we now have
8i 2 2 , Predi(T 0 )  2k=l+l  2t  2 k = 2 log(3k) = 1=(3k).
Summarizing:
Lemma 5.3 Fix any protocol for UCRd;k . Let t00 = t + t0 = 2k k=l 2l log(6k3 ). Then there
are:
1. a conversation C 0 2 f0; 1gt00 ;
2. a set of nodes   2 , jj  l;
3. a set T 0  (f0; 1gk )2  ;
4. an extension function E1 : T ! (f0; 1gk )2
5. extension functions E A ; E B : E1 (T ) ! f0; 1g
satisfying
(i) For all L2 2 E1 (T 0 ), E A (L2 ) 2 SCA0 and E B (L2 ) 2 SCB0 .
(ii) For all L2 ; L02 2 E1 (T 0 ), the promise is kept for the pair of inputs E A (L2 ) and E B (L02 ) at all
i 2  [ 1 .
(iii) For all i 2 2 , Predi (T 0 )  1=(3k)
16

5.5 Choosing The Inputs

The protocol ends at this point and outputs Out(C 0 ) 2 3 , claiming that bOut(C 0 ) 6= b0Out(C 0 ) . The
adversary must nd a pair hLA1 ; LA2 i and a pair hLB1 ; LB2 i which are consistent with C 0 , which are
as promised at all nodes, and for which the speci ed leaf Out(C 0 ) is labeled the same.
The adversary chooses these inputs by choosing two vectors LA2 , LB2 independently and uniformly
at random from the set E1 (T 0 ) (since E1 is one-to-one, this is equivalent to sampling from T 0 ). This
xes the inputs hLA1 ; LA2 i = E A (LA2 ) and hLB1 ; LB2 i = E B (LB2 ).
The claim is that with probability at least 1=6, these inputs meet the adversary's requirements.
First, the pair is consistent with C 0 by Lemma 5.3 (i).
We now compute a lower bound on the probability that the pair of inputs is as promised. By
Lemma 5.3 (ii) the promise is kept for all nodes in 1 [ . So we just need to look at the probability
they keep the promise at nodes i 2 2 . For the promise to be kept at such nodes, it suces
~ i and c~v0i are parts of two uniform and independent
that, for each i 2 2 , cv
~ i 6= c~v0i . Now, cv
samples from T 0 . Lemma 4.4 states that the probability, for two samples randomly chosen (with
replacement) from T 0 , that the ith component is the same, is no more than Predi (T 0 ), which is
bounded by Predi (T 0 )  1=(3k) using Lemma 5.3 (iii). Thus, the probability that at least one of
the k such child vectors is the same is no more than 1=3 and the input pair is as promised with
probability at least 2=3
Now let us calculate the probability that the speci ed index of 2 is labeled the same. Let p
be the probability that for a random L2 2 E1 (T 0 ), bOut(C 0 ) = 1. Because both players' L2 's are
identically and independently chosen from E1 (T 0 ), this probability is the same for both players and
the probability that the label is di erent is 2p(1 p)  1=2.
Thus, the probability that the pair is as promised and the bits bOut(C 0 ) are the same is at least
2=3 1=2 = 1=6. Therefore, there exists a choice of inputs which causes the protocol to fail. Since
this holds for an arbitrary protocol, we get
p
Theorem 5.4 CC (UCR2;k )  2k 3 k log(6k3 ) .

6 Proof for d  3
6.1 Overview

Although the proof is considerably more complicated, the intuition behind the case d  3 is the
same as that for d = 2. In both, the adversary tries to delay progress on the part of the protocol
as long as possible, where progress means nding a di erence in the players' labeling deep in the
tree. If the players know a di erence at some node at level i they can nd a di erence at level
i + 1 within k bits of communication. Thus approximately every k bits we begin a new \stage" of
the lower bound. During the stage r, the adversary assumes that the players have already found a
di erence in the level r 1 and tries to prevent them from nding a di erence in the level r.
The way this is modeled in the proof is for the adversary to nd a conversation for the rst r
stages and a set of possible inputs for each player where each pair of possible inputs leads to this
conversation. Furthermore, the way we model \the players know no di erence beyond depth r in
the tree", is to make these sets identical as far as their possible Lr+1 ; : : : ; Ld parts. This means that
we cannot guarantee to ful ll the promises in these parts, since we cannot guarantee any di erences
at these levels. However, we make sure that this set is large, so that two random elements of the
set are likely to have enough di erences to ful ll the promises. By xing L1 ; : : : ; Lr as functions of
Lr+1 ; : : : ; Ld in di erent ways for the two players, we ensure the promises are kept for these levels.
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More precisely, at the end of stage r, the adversary has xed a conversation Cr and a small
set r  r+1 which are the child vectors in Lr+1 about which \signi cant communication" has
occurred. The adversary maintains a set of labelings Tr of r+1 r which are possible for both
players. This speci es possible labelings Lr+2 ; : : : ; Ld symmetrically for the players, as well as the
\unpredictable" parts of Lr+1 . Then the labeling of r , and hence Lr+1 is determined by an
extension function Er symmetrically for both players, which are then asymmetrically extended to
complete labelings by functions ErA and ErB . Intuitively, since the sets of inputs for the two players
are the same as far as their labelings of r+1 go, the players do not yet know a di erence at the
(r + 1)st level.
The delicate part is when the players have revealed enough information to almost nd a di erence at the rth level. In order not to violate a promise, we need to break symmetry at the rth level,
but maintain it at the (r + 1)st . The steps towards doing this are:
1. Identify the set of nodes r+1 at level r + 1 where \signi cant information has been communicated".
2. Fix the child vectors of these nodes as functions of the rest of Lr+1 .
3. Fix the bits labeling these nodes.
4. For each i 2 r+1 r , partition the elements of f0; 1gk between the players to make sure
that these child vectors di er.

6.2 Notation
p

Let l = k= log k, a1 = dk=l, a2 = dl log k, a3 = 4d log k + 4, and s = k a1 a2 a3 2l =
k O(d(k log k)1=2 ). Fix any protocol which supposedly solves UCRd;k using at most sd bits of
communication. We call the time from the bit (r 1)s + 1 to bit rs of the conversation stage r of
the protocol.
For j , 1  j  d + 1, let j represent the nodes of the complete, depth d + 1, k-ary tree at depth
j , so 1 is a single root, 2 its k children, etc. Remember, in the child vector representation,
Li is an array of elements of f0; 1gk indexed by i; in the bit representation it is an array
of bits indexed by i+1 . For notational convenience, we will think of a labeling as having both
representations. In particular, we will call a function an extension function even if its input is
in one format and output in the other, as long as the input and output are identical where they
are both de ned (if, say, both were converted to bit representation). For a labeling L, we use the
notation bi , i 2 2 , to represent the bit labeled by i in the bit representation of L and cv
~ i; i 2 d ,
to represent the k bit string indexed by i in its child vector representation.
In the proof, after stage r we will have a set of partial labelings Tr , each member is a possible
labeling Lr+2 ; : : : ; Ld , plus the part of Lr+1 which is indexed by r+1 r (for a set r representing
those child vectors in Lr+1 about which \too much information has been revealed"). We will use
Lemma 4.10 on this set, with respect to the partition r+1 r , r+2 , . . . , d , so all references to
the hierarchy tree for Tr are with respect to this partition.
Let LA and LB be labelings of 2 , with bit representations bAi and bBi and child vector representations cv
~ Ai and c~vBi . We say the pair is as promised for node i 2 2 if either bAi = bBi or
cv
~ Ai 6= cv
~ Bi . The pair is as promised for the root i 2 1 if c~vAi 6= c~vBi .
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6.3 Induction Assumption

The inductive statement is analogous to Lemma 5.2. We will prove, by induction on r = 0; : : : ; d 1,
that:
Lemma 6.1 Let 0  r  d 1. Then there are:
1. a partial conversation Cr 2 f0; 1gsr ;
2. a set of nodes r  r+1 , jr j  l;
3. a set Tr  (f0; 1gk )r+1 r ;
4. an extension function Er : Tr ! (f0; 1gk )r+1
5. extension functions ErA ; ErB : Er (Tr ) ! f0; 1g
satisfying
(IND-i) For all Lr+1 2 Er (Tr ), ErA (Lr+1 ) 2 SCA ; and ErB (Lr+1 ) 2 SCB ,
(IND-ii) For all LAr+1; LBr+1 2 Er (Tr ), the promise is kept for the two inputs ErA (LAr+1 ); ErB (LBr+1 )
at all i 2 r [ r .
(IND-iii) For all Lr+2 2 Trr+2, and for all i 2 r+1 r , Predi (X Tr (Lr+2 ))  2 (s+a3 +l) =
2a1 +a2 +l  2 k ;
(IND-iv) For all d + 1  j  r + 3 and for all Lj 2 Trj , jX Tr (Lj )j  2 kr  2jj j .
Intuitively, this lemma says that the adversary can maintain a symmetrical set of Lr+1 's, Er (Tr ),
which can be inputs to either player. Any two inputs from this symmetrical set can be given to
the two players without breaking promises in non-symmetrical parts, by suitable and asymmetrical
extensions to a complete input. Any part of Lr+1 that is predictable given the conversation so
far has had the corresponding bit in Lr xed to ensure the promise is kept there. So the players
still need to work hard to nd any di erence in Lr+1 . Finally, the number of possible labelings
Lr+2 ; : : : ; Ld in the set is large enough that the players know no more than kr bits about any Lj ,
even given Lj +1 ; : : : ; Ld .

6.4 The Base Case

For r = 0, we can pick 0 = ;, and T0 = (f0; 1gk )1 , the set of all labelings of all nodes except the
root of the tree; C0 = "; E0 , E0A , and E0B are all the identity function. All conditions above are
vacuously satis ed.

6.5 Induction Step

Assume we have Cr 1 ; Tr 1 ; r 1 ; Er 1 ; ErA 1 ; ErB 1 as in the induction claim. We want to nd
Cr ; Tr ; r ; ErA ; ErB that satisfy the claim at r. Remember, Er 1(Tr 1 ) is a set of tuples hLr ; : : : ; Ld i
that could be given to either player and be consistent with the conversation Cr 1 when extended by
ErA 1 or ErB 1 to get L0 ; : : : ; Lr 1 . These extensions are guaranteed to keep promises in the lower
levels and at those parts of Lr that are indexed by r 1 . The other parts of Lr are unpredictable,
and not much total information has been revealed about Lr+1 ; : : : ; Ld . So, while the players might
have found a di erence in level Lr 1 , intuitively they have not found a di erence at level Lr or
above. In the induction step, we need to argue that, after s more bits of communication, while they
might be able to nd a di erence in Lr , we can keep Lr+1 ; : : : ; Ld symmetrical for the two players.
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6.5.1 Picking the Conversation for Stage r

First, we must pick a conversation for stage r that does not give away too much information about
any level of the labeling.
Partition Tr 1 by associating each Lr 2 Tr 1 with the bits communicated on the pair of
inputs ErA 1 (Er 1 (Lr )) for the A player and ErB 1 (Er 1 (Lr )) for the B player. (This pair is not
as promised, but the protocol is still de ned on it.) The rst (r 1)s bits communicated will be
Cr 1 . The s bits communicated in stage r thus create a partition of Tr 1 into at most 2s pieces.
The adversary, by Lemma 4.10, can nd a subset T 0  Tr 1 and a conversation Cr extending
Cr 1 so that all members of T 0 yield conversation
Cr , and so that the following holds: for all j ,
r + 1  j  d + 1, and for all Lj 2 (T 0 )j , jX T 0 (Lj )j  2 s  jX Tr 1 (Lj )j.
In particular, for j = r +1 and any i 2 r+1 r , induction assumption (IND-iii) and Lemma 4.5
yield Predi (X T 0 (Lr+1 ))  2s  Predi (X Tr 1 (Lr+1 ))  2s  2 (s+a3 +l) = 2 (a3 +l) (i.e., even given
Lr+1 ; : : : ; Ld, any place in Lr not indexed by0 r 1 is still pretty unpredictable). For j  r + 2, by
induction assumption (IND-iv) we have jX T (Lj )j  2 s  jX Tr (Lj )j  2 (k(r 1)+s)  2jj j . So at
most s more bits have been revealed about any Lj , r + 1  j  d.

6.5.2 Finding Predictable Places in Lr

+1

Intuitively, we want to argue that the adversary can arrange for the promises to be kept at level
Lr without revealing any di erences in Lr+1 . The problem is that there are possibly a few places
in Lr+1 where signi cant communication has occurred. If we make those places di erent in Lr , the
players will be on their way to nding a di erence in Lr+1 . So we must nd those places, and argue
that we have enough slack in Lr to make those places identical while still allowing promises to be
kept.
For each Lr+2 2 (T 0 )r+2 , we know that jX T 0 (Lr+2 )j  2 (k(r 1)+s)  2jr+2 j  2 kd  (2k )jr+1 j .
By Lemma 4.6, for each such Lr+2 there is a subset 0  r+1 of the indexes for Lr+1 , js0 j  l,
such that if we remove
these child vectors, the other child vectors i 2 r 0 are unpredictable, i.e.,
0
T
Predi(Proj (X (Lr+2 ); 0 ))  2kd=l  2 k = 2a1  2 k .
These predictable child vectors represent the places where the players might nd a di erence in
Lr+1 quickly, if they knew the corresponding bits in Lr were di erent. So we would like to x the
bits corresponding to 0 in Lr to be constant and identical for both players. Unfortunately, the set
0 depends on Lr+2; : : : ; Ld . Fortunately there are not too many possible sets.
We associate each Lr+2 2 (T 0 )r+2 with the set 0 described above. This partitions (T 0 )r+2
into at most jr+1 jl  kdl = 2a2 classes. Now we use Lemma 4.10 with r0 = r + 2 to get a subset
T 00  T 0 a set 0  r+1, j0 j  l, and a set T0 0  (T 0 )r+2 . De ne r = 0 and T 00 to be the set of
all Lr 2 T 0 such that Proj (Lr ; r+1 ) 2 Ts00 , i.e., the set of extensions of all elements of Ts00 by
all consistent Lr+1 and Lr . The following conditions are now satis ed:
 for all j , r + 3  j  d + 1, and for all Lj 2 (T 00 )j , jX T 00 (Lj )j  2 a2  jX T 0 (Lj )j 
2 ((r 1)k+s+a2 )  2jj j .
 For all Lr+2 2 (T 00)r+2 , and all i 2 r+1 r , Predi(Proj (X T 00 (Lr+2 ); r ))  2a1  2 k .
 For any Lr+1 2 (T 00 )r+1, we have Predi(X T 00 (Lr+1)) = Predi(X T 0 (Lr+1))  2 (a3 +l).
The rst two conditions are implied by Lemma 4.10 and our choice of r = 0 , the last condition
follows from Subsection 6.5.1.
To ensure that promises are kept for i 2 r , we x the corresponding bits in Lr as follows:
Partition T 00 into at most 2l sets according to the values of bi , i 2 r , in Er 1 (L). Applying
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Lemma 4.10, we get bits bi , i 2 r , and a set T 000  T 00 with jX T 000 (Lj )j  2 l  jX T 00 (Lj )j, for
every Lj 2 T j , and such that for every Lr 2 Er 1 (T 000 ), and every i 2 r , bi = bi . Then we
have (applying the similar conditions for T 00 and Lemma 4.5):

Lemma 6.2

(i) For all Lr 2 Er 1 (T 000 ), ErA 1 (Lr ) 2 SCAr and ErB 1 (Lr ) 2 SCBr .
(ii) For all LAr ; LBr 2 Er 1 (T 000 ), for ErA 1 (LAr ) and ErB 1 (LBr ) the promise is kept at all i 2
r 1 [ r 1 [ r .

(iii) For any Lr+1 2 (T 000 )r+1 , and i 2 r r 1 , Predi (X T 000 (Lr+1 ))  2 a3 .
(iv) For all Lr+2 2 (T 000 )r+2 , and for all i 2 r+1
2a1 +l  2 k .

r , Predi (Proj (X T 000 (Lr+2 ); r )) 

(v) For all j , r +3  j  d +1, and for all Lj 2 (T 000 )j , jX T 000 (Lj )j  2 ((r 1)k+s+a2 +l)  2jj j 
2 rk  2jtj j .

6.5.3 Breaking Symmetry for Lr

At this point, the vectors in Lr corresponding to r r 1 are somewhat unpredictable, but not
suciently so that it would be hard for the players to agree on a di erence there with a few
bits of communication. The corresponding bits in Lr 1 have been xed as a function of Lr in
an asymmetrical way, so if no such di erence existed, we would violate the promise. Thus, the
adversary is no longer able to both keep symmetry at these places and keep the promises there. So
to ensure promises are kept, the adversary breaks the symmetry in a very strong sense.
Randomly choose for each index i 2 r r 1 a function gi from child vectors f0; 1gk to f0; 1g.
The adversary restricts inputs for player A to those where gi (cv
~ i ) = 0 for all such i and for B to
those where gi (cv
~ i ) = 1 for all such i. Call such an input Lr a promise keeper for the appropriate
player. If LAr is a promise keeper for A and LBr for B , then LA and LB keep the promise at all
~ Bi .
i 2 r r 1, since we must have cv
~ Ai 6= cv
000

r
+1
Let Lr+1 2 (T ) . By Lemma 6.2 (iii), for all i 2 r r 1 ,
Predi (X T 000 (Lr+1 ))  2 a3 = 161k4d  4j j(j j + 1log j j + 2)
r
r
By Lemma 4.7,
setting m = jr j + log jr j + 2, the probability that there is no promise keeper
000
T
for A in X (Lr+1 ), is at most jr j=2m = 1=(4  2j j )  1=(4j(T 000 )r+1 j), and similarly for
B . Therefore, for some choice of ~g, there are such promise keepers PK A (Lr+1 ); PK B (Lr+1 )
for all Lr+1 2 (T 000 )r+1 . De ne ErA (Lr+1 ) = ErA 1 (Er 1 ((PK A (Lr+1 ))) and ErB (Lr+1 ) =
ErB 1 (Er 1 ((PK B (Lr+1))).
Let Tr = Proj ((T 000 )r+1 ; r ). For each M 2 Tr , arbitrarily select an extension Er (M ) 2
(T 000 )r+1000. Note that (Tr )j = (T 000 )j for all j , r + 2  j  d and that X Tr (Lr+2 ) =
Proj (X T (Lr+2 ); r ) for all Lr+2 2 (Tr )r+2 .

6.5.4 Verifying the Induction Hypothesis for r

We now have de ned Cr ; r ; Tr ; Er ; ErA and ErB . We need to verify that the induction hypothesis
holds for these de nitions:
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(IND-i) By Lemma 6.2 (i), for all Lr 2 Er 1 (T 000 ), ErA 1 (Lr ) 2 SCAr and ErB 1 (Lr ) 2 SCBr .
Therefore, for Lr+1 2 Er (Tr ) letting LAr = Er 1 (PK A (Lr+1 )) 2 Er 1 (T 000 ); and LBr =
Er 1 (PK B (Lr+1 )) 2 Er 1 (T 000 ); we have ErA (Lr+1 ) = ErA 1(LAr ) 2 SCAr and ErB (Lr+1 ) =
ErB 1 (LBr ) 2 SCBr .

(IND-ii) De ning LAr 2 T 000 and LBr 2 T 000 as above, by Lemma 6.2 (ii), the promise is kept at all
i 2 r 1 [ r 1 [ r . It is also kept at i 2 r r 1 because gi (cv
~ Ai) = 0 and gi(cv
~ Bi ) = 1. Thus
A
B
A
A
for all Lr+1 ; Lr+1 2 Er (Tr ), the promise is kept for the two inputs Er (Lr+1 ); ErB (LBr+1 )
at all i 2 r [ r .
(IND-iii) By Lemma 6.2 (ii), for all Lr+2 2 Trr+2 and all i 2 r+1 r , This follows since

Predi (X Tr (Lr+2)) = Predi (Proj (X T 000 (Lr+2 ); r ))  2a1 +l  2 k :
(IND-iv) By Lemma 6.2 (i), for all j , r + 3  j  d + 1 and all Lj 2 Trj ,

jX Tr (Lj )j = X T 000 (L  j )  2 kr 2jj j:

6.6 The Last Stage Conversation

Some of the induction hypothesis become degenerate when r = d 1. In this case, note that
d 1 and Ed 1 (Td 1 )  (f0; 1gk )d is a symmetric set of possible labelings Ld
of the last level that can be extended to both players. So we are in the analogous position to
Subsection 5.4.
Applying Lemma 6.1 when r = d 1 gives us Cd 1 ; d 1 ; Td 1 ; Ed 1 ; EdA 1 ; EdB 1 so that:
(i) For all Ld 2 Ed 1 (Td 1 ), EdA 1 (Ld ) 2 SCAd 1 ; and EdB 1 (Ld ) 2 SCBd 1 :

Td 1  (f0; 1gk )d

(ii) For all LAd ; LBd 2 Ed 1 (Td 1 ), the promise is kept for the two inputs EdA 1 (LAd ); EdB 1 (LBd ) at
all i 2 d 1 [ d 1 .
(iii) (Only applies to , the trivial unique root of the hierarchy tree for Td 1 , and X Td 1 () =
Td 1 .) For all i 2 d d 1 , Predi (Td 1 )  2 (s+a3 +l);
(iv) Does not apply.
Then the last s bits of the protocol (on inputs EdA 1 (Ed 1 (M )) for player A and EdB 1 (Ed 1 (M ))
for B) partition Td 1 into at most 2s classes. (The rst s(d 1) bits are always Cd 1 ). We pick Td
to be the largest class, and Cd to be the corresponding conversation. Then we have:
Lemma 6.3 (i) For all Ld 2 Ed 1 (Td ), EdA 1(Ld ) 2 SCAd and EdB 1 (Ld) 2 SCBd .
(ii) For all LAd ; LBd 2 Ed 1 (Td ), the promise is kept for the pair of inputs EdA 1 (LAd ) and EdB 1 (LBd )
at all i 2 d 1 [ d 1 .

(iii) For all i 2 d d 1 , Predi (Td )  2s  2 (s+a3 +l) = 2 (a3 +l)  1=(16k4d )  1=(16jd j).
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6.7 Picking the Inputs

The protocol ends after sd bits and outputs I = Out(Cd ) 2 d+1 , claiming that bAI 6= bBI . We claim
there exist LA and LB such that they keep all promises, are consistent with Cd , and bAI = bBI .
The adversary chooses these inputs by choosing two elements M A , M B independently and
uniformly at random from the set Td . This determines the input vectors, by LAd = Ed 1 (M A ),
LBd = Ed 1 (M B ), LA = EdA 1 (LAd) and LB = EdB 1 (LBd ). We show that, with non-zero probability,
all promises are kept and bAI = bBI .
From Lemma 6.3, we know that the pair is always consistent with Cd and that all promises are
kept at all i 2 d 1 [ d 1 .
We now compute a lower bound on the probability that the pair of inputs is as promised at nodes
~ Bi .
in d d 1 . For the promise to be kept at such nodes, it suces that, for each such i, c~vAi 6= cv
0
A
B
Now, cv
~ i and cv
~ i are parts of M ; M , which are uniform and independent samples from Td .
Lemma 4.4 states that the probability, for two samples randomly chosen (with replacement) from
T 0 , that the ith component is the same, is no more than Predi (Td )  1=(16jd j) (by Lemma 6.3
(iii)). Thus, the probability that one of the jd j jd 1 j such child vectors is the same is no more
than 1=16. Thus, the input pair is as promised with probability at least 15=16.
As in Subsection 5.5, we have the probability that bAI = bBI is at least 1=2, since they are the
same bit in LAd and LBd , and these two are both uniformly and independently distributed in the
same set Ed 1 (Td ).
Thus, the probability that the pair is as promised and bAI = bBI is at least 15=16 1=2 = 3=16.
Therefore, there exists a choice of inputs which causes the protocol to fail. Thus, there is no valid
protocol with communication complexity at most sd = dk O(d2 (k log k)1=2 ).

7 The Multiplexor Game, d = 1

De nition 7.1 The Same Function 1-Multiplexor Communication Game is played on a
xed set of vectors U  f0; 1gk . An adversary chooses two vectors v ; v 2 V and one function
f 2 f0; 1gU , with the restriction that f (v ) = 0 and f (v ) = 1. Player P is given (v ; f ) and
player P is given (v ; f ). The players' goal is to nd an index i 2 [1; k] for which the vectors are
0

0

1

di erent.

1

1

0

0

1

In fact, this is the Iterated Multiplexor Game for d = 1 in which the function f is known
to the players (instead of the adversary only promising that there is such a function). It is the
Karchmer-Wigderson Rf game, when f is part of the input.

Theorem 7.2 The Same Function 1-Multiplexor Game requires (log jU j) bits of communication.
In particular, for U = f0; 1gk , (k) bits are needed.
Note that Theorem 7.2 can be proved by a simple counting argument. Riordan and Shannon
in 1942 [9] proved there are many more functions in f0; 1gf0;1gk than there are circuits with depth
o(k). Since CC (Rf ) = Depth(f ), it follows that there are functions with high communication
complexity. If the adversary gives both the players such a function, the lower bound follows. It is
not dicult to see that the converse is also true; a lower bound for the Same Function 1-Multiplexor
Game yields, within a constant factor, a matching bound for Rf for some f . However, the counting
argument of [9] is notorious for yielding no intuition for constructing hard functions. Hopefully,
our new techniques will provide new insight especially when combined with other communication
complexity type proofs.
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The following proof also provides techniques which might be useful in translating our lower
bound for the Universal Composition Relation into an actual circuit lower bound. A major tool
used in the lower bound for the Universal Composition relation is to keep symmetry between the
players to as large an extent as possible. As a bit communicated by one player restricts that player's
set of possible inputs, we want to restrict the other player's inputs in the same way. However, in
the communication game for any real function, this symmetry is lost from the very start, since one
player has only inputs from f 1 (0) and the other has inputs from f 1(1).
This lack of symmetry is even a problem in the simple Same Function 1-Multiplexor game. For
any f , the set of inputs that the two players can have are disjoint, and we must give the players the
same function f . Our lower bound has to get around this obstacle, which is also a major problem
for converting the Universal Composition Relation bound into a real circuit bound. We do this by
viewing the entire input as being composed of two parts, the function and the vector. Although
the set of vector-function pairs allowed for the two players are disjoint, we keep both the set of
possible vectors and the set of possible functions symmetrical for the two players. We also need to
maintain a fullness property, which is that for any vector still in our set and any function still in
our set, the pair can be given as an input to one of the two players. In e ect, we nd a smaller
version of the Same Function 1-Multiplexor game after each bit of communication.
This separation of the input into several parts and maintaining symmetry for each part might be
useful in proving circuit lower bounds for larger depth Multiplexors, but the situation is certainly
much more complicated. A somewhat simpler game where these techniques might apply is the
direct sum of two Same Function 1-Multiplexor games. To get a lower bound signi cantly more
than k for this direct sum game is an open problem.
Proof of Theorem 7.2: Given a xed communication protocol, the adversary goes through
the protocol round by round maintaining a set of vectors V  f0; 1gk and a set of functions
F  f0; 1gf0;1gk from which v0 , v1 , and f are chosen. We prove by induction on t that:

Lemma 7.3 Fix any protocol for the Same Function 1-Multiplexor game on U . Let c = 12:27. Let
0  t < logc(jU j). Then there is a partial conversation C 2 f0; 1gt , a set V  U , and a set of
functions F  f0; 1gU so that:
1. 8v 2 V; 8f 2 F; if f (v) = 0, then hv; f i 2 SCA and if f (v) = 1, then hv; f i 2 SCB .
2. jV j  cjtU j1
3. FV = f0; 1gV
Remember from Section 4, that FV  f0; 1gV is de ned to be the set of projections of elements
of F onto V , i.e., the set of functions mapping vectors in V to f0; 1g which are consistent with

some function in F . Because we are no longer considering the vectors not in V , we do not care
what value f takes on these vectors. Property 3 states that all functions de ned on V are possible.
In fact, the proof is easier if we assume that for every function in FV , there is one and only one
function consistent with it in F . In this case, jF j = 2jV j .
If we can prove Lemma 7.3, the theorem follows. Applying it to t = (k 2)= log c bits of
communication, by property 2, after no more than V still contains at least three vectors. At this
point, the communication game is over and the protocol must specify an index 2 [1; k] for which
the vectors v0 and v1 are di erent. At least two of the three vectors in V have the same bit at the
speci ed index. One of these two vectors is given to the A-player and the other to the B -player.
By property 3, there exists a function f 2 F for which f (v0 ) = 0 and f (v1 ) = 1. This function
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is given to both players. By Property 1, the protocol's communication pattern on (v0 ; v1 ; f ) is as
stated. It follows that the protocol fails to nd a di erence in the vectors given these inputs. So it
remains to prove Lemma 7.3.
Clearly, when t = 0, V = U , F = f0; 1gU , and the three properties hold. Assume that
C; V; F meet the three properties for time t 1 and that given the conversation C , the A- player
communicates during round t. For every pair (v; f ) for which f (v) = 0, the protocol determines the
bit the A-player will communicate if given the pair. We will denote this bit by bv;f . The rules of the
game ensure that the A-player will never be given a pair (v; f ) for which f (v) = 1. Therefore, the
protocol does not specify a bit for this pair. In this case, de ne bv;f = . (This represents the fact
that the adversary is able to set this bit to 0 or 1 as needed.) With this notation, the statement
\If the conversation so far is C , and f (v) = 0, then the A-player communicates the bit a given the
pair (v; f ) in round t", becomes simply \[bv;f 2 fa; g]".
The adversary proceeds in three steps to obtain the new values for C , V , and F .
1. First, she nds F 0  F of size (3=2)jV j such that 8v 2 V; 9av 2 f0; 1g; 8f 2 F 0 ; [bv;f 2
fav ; g].
2. Next, she nds V 0  V of size 2jcV j such that FV0 0 = f0; 1gV 0 .

3. Finally, she nds a bit Ct 2 f0; 1g and a subset V 00  V 0 of size jVc j such that 8v 2 V 00 ; 8f 2 F 0 ;
[bv;f 2 fCt ; g].
It should be clear that, after these steps, C; Ct , V 00 and F 0 satisfy the three properties of the
Lemma.
Before we give a formal proof that step 1 is possible, we give an intuitive argument for motivation. The goal of step 1 is to nd a subset F 0 of the functions for which bv;f is constant with respect
to f for each v. Consider any v 2 V . This vector partitions F into 3 parts: those f 's for which bv;f
equals 0, 1, and *, i.e 0 is communicated, 1 is communicated, and f (v) 6= . The adversary is free
to choose between the 0 and the 1 part, by setting av appropriately and, either way, is able to keep
the entire * part. The * part (i.e., those f 2 F for which f (v) = 1) is likely to make up about half
of F , and the adversary is able to choose the larger of the 0 and the 1 parts; so meeting the goal
for any particular v, should be possible while restricting F by at most a factor of 3=4. Initially, F
is of size 2jV j . Therefore, we expect jF 0 j to be of size 2jV j (3=4)jV j = (3=2)jV j . The problem with
this argument is the statement that half the v; f pairs should give a *, which is true initially, but
is not guaranteed to remain true as we restrict F .
A formal argument goes as follows. The vector ~a = av1 : : : avjV j 2 f0; 1gV is said to be consistent
with the function f 2 F , if 8v 2 V; [bv;f 2 fav ; g]. In other words, ~a and f are consistent, if ~a
agrees with the bit the A-player will communicate during time step t if given v; f , whenever this
last is actually possible. Step 1 can be rephrased as the adversary's nding a ~a which is consistent
with (3=2)jV j functions in F . Towards this goal, she constructs a 2V  FV = 2V  2V Boolean
matrix M . Each row is labeled by an ~a 2 f0; 1gV and each column is labeled with a function f 2 F
with the fV 's taking on all possible values. The entry M~a;f is set to be 1 if and only if ~a and f are
consistent.
For a given f 2 F , let l 2 [0; n] be the number of v 2 V for which f (v) = 1, i.e., for which
v;f
b = . Then the number of ~a consistent with f is 2l , since we are free to pick a(v) 2 f0; 1g for
each such v. This is also the number of 1's in the column labeled by f . Because FV = f0; 1gV ,
there are jVl j functions f 2 F where the number of v 2 V for which f (v) = 1 is l. It follows that

P
the total number of 1's in the matrix is jlV=0j jVl j 2l = (1 + 2)jV j = 3jV j.
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There are 2jV j rows. Therefore, there exists an ~a for which its row contains 32jjVV jj = (3=2)jV j 1's.
Let F 0 be those f 2 F that have a 1 in this row. It follows that 8v 2 V; 9av 2 f0; 1g; 8f 2 F 0 ;
[bv;f 2 fav ; g]. This completes step 1.
For step 2, we use the following result from extremal set theory:

Lemma 7.4 (Sauer, [10]) Let S  f0; 1gn , jS j  Pdj
nates on which the projection of S is the whole d-cube.

=0

n . Then there exist a set of
l

d coordi-

jV j=c jV j , for some suitable constant
We view F 0 as a subset of f0; 1gV . Now, jF 0 j  (3=2)jV j  2l=0
l
0
c (c = 12:27 works). So, applying Lemma 7.4 to the family F and letting V 0 be the guaranteed set
of coordinates gives us step 2.
Step 3 is very straightforward. From step 1, the bit communicated by P does not depend on
the function f 2 F 0 , but does depend on v. Label each v 2 V 0 with the bit av in the vector ~a
chosen above. Partition V 0 according to this labeling and let V 00 be the larger half and Ct the
corresponding bit. It follows that 8v 2 V 00 ; 8f 2 F 0 ; if f (v) = 0 then, after conversation C , the
A-player communicates bit Ct if given input (v; f ). This gives us Property 1.
P
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